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RISE Program 
The RISE program provides students with an opportunity to attain a grade of C or higher, provide them 

with targeted instruction, and/or focus on standards-based instruction during Leadership Academy time 

on Fridays. Any questions, concerns, or suggestions should be directed to Ms. Batista at ext. 31319. 

          RISE Guidelines 

Students who are 2 assignments behind for your class and/or their grade drops below a C, please: 

1.  Complete the RISE Referral Google form located in the SSMS Blackboard.  The Google form 

includes the student’s name, grade, assignments to be completed, and a notation as to whether or not 

computer access is needed. Please provide hard copies of the assignments and place them in the RISE 

“to do” mailbox, which is located on the 2nd floor planning room in building 3 by Wed. 2:00 pm. 

2. All hard copy assignment submissions must have student and teacher’s name written on the 

assignment to ensure the work is returned properly. Provide the actual work and all necessary 

supplemental materials. All electronic assignment should provide detailed instructions, access, and 

location of the assignment noted on the Google form in the comments/assignment instructions section.  

3. Prior to assigning or referring students who have been absent to the Rise Program, please contact the 

parent and discuss a plan and timeline for make-up assignments. If the assigned work is not completed 

during the agreed upon time-frame, please sign the student up for RISE at that point. 

4. The identified RISE students will be handed a pass during Leadership Academy time and sent to 

their designated RISE teachers after attendance it taken. Those teachers will receive the pass in advance 

in order to hand out to the student(s). Ms. Batista will coordinate which teachers the students will report 

to.  Students should not be released to go to a RISE support classroom without prior approval from 

Mrs. Batista. If not finalized by Ms. Batista, the student should remain in his/her designated Leadership 

Academy period. 

5. After the student is dismissed to attend RISE, the RISE teacher should document whether/not the 

student attended their class via the Google Form located in SSMS ECampus. 

6. At the end of the 45 minute block, the RISE teachers should collect all work and send the students 

back to his/her designated Leadership Academy with their original pass to RISE. In the event that a 

student would like additional intervention in lieu of attending their Leadership Academy, he/she may 

remain with their RISE teacher for the remainder of that period. All assignments should be placed in the 

RISE “completed” mailbox that is located on the 2nd floor planning room in building 3. The collected 

assignment will be placed in your mailbox no later than Tuesday. 

Our goal is that RISE will provide every students the opportunity to be successful in their academic 

achievement.  Thanks again for all your help. Please feel free to contact Ms. Batista with any questions 

or concerns. 


